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ABSTRACT 

The midtown aesthetic and culture, seen through the specific case of the group 

Musical Elements, reveals that the schism between uptown and downtown composers in 

New York in the 1970s is a critical construct that is an oversimplification of an infinitely 

more complex, dynamic and nuanced musical atmosphere. Furthermore, the hyper 

fixation on the uptown/downtown dichotomy as perpetuated by subsequent analysts has 

obscured the actual intersectional environment between uptown and downtown, in 

particular, the midtown aesthetic and culture, which is more accurately depicted as a 

transitional arena of cooperation and exchange operating successfully in between the 

perceptions of the polarized dichotomy. This thesis attempts to place Musical Elements 

as central to the development and promotion of a midtown culture, aesthetic, and 

sensibility. This is not to say that this ensemble represents the only ensemble or group of 

composers promoting a midtown culture. But a historiographical exploration of the so-

called uptown/downtown schism, along with interviews with those affiliated with 

Musical Elements and analyses of works associated with the group, reveals how a 

midtown culture and philosophy helped bridge the gap between uptown and downtown. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The environment of American music in the 1960s and 1970s, and particularly in 

New York City, was a richly diverse one. Just within the world of art music, listeners 

might encounter the work of the New York School, including experimentalists John Cage 

and Morton Feldman; minimalists, most notably Steve Reich, Philip Glass, and La Monte 

Young; serialists, with Milton Babbitt at the forefront; and composers working in a more 

tonal idiom, such as Samuel Barber, Aaron Copland, and Leonard Bernstein. But to what 

extent did these different aesthetic networks speak to one another? And how did these 

interactions shape a vibrant and diverse musical landscape? 

The composer and critic Kyle Gann would have us picture the American musical 

landscape of this period as a kind of civil war between uptown composers, who were 

strongly oriented toward the European classical tradition, and downtown figures, who 

sought to challenge Western musical paradigms and conventions.1 In addition to these 

uptown and downtown streams, some have identified an intersectional, midtown 

environment. This midtown stream is essentially a hybrid that seeks to maintain an 

engagement with the Western art music tradition while at the same time exploring its 

frontiers. It seems that in the discourse surrounding this period, however, midtown and 

midtown ensembles such as Musical Elements have been overshadowed by commentaries 

                                                           
1. Kyle Gann, “Breaking the Chain Letter: An Essay on Downtown Music,” last updated March 

21, 2012, accessed December 11, 2015, http://www.kylegann.com/downtown.html. 
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that focus on depicting a politicized and polarized environment. This snap-shot of 

ideological polarization has been rendered by other scholars as well, such as Stephen 

Peles, David Nicholls and Jonathan W. Bernard, all of whom describe this period as being 

marked by the rise of mutually exclusive schools of musical thought.  

Gann’s schism, though a useful conceptualization and supported by other 

composers and critics active at the time, presents some challenges for the historiographer. 

Specifically, although the terms “uptown” and “downtown” are frequently used, critics 

and composers of the period all have slightly different interpretations of what these terms 

mean. Generally, this thesis will follow Gann in referring to uptown and downtown as 

spheres of musical philosophy and influence. For Gann, the category of uptown refers to 

those composers seeking to maintain a direct lineage in the European classical tradition 

(this could include both tonal and atonal composers), and downtown, then, refers to those 

composers who experimented with form and stylistic elements typically viewed as 

outside the purview of Western art music. Readers should note, however, that at times 

uptown and downtown will be used to refer to physical locations in New York. An 

important goal of this thesis will be to evaluate the reality of the uptown/downtown 

schism and to suggest that a more fruitful approach to New York in the 1970s and 1980s 

is gained through an examination of midtown musical culture. 

The primary focus of this thesis, then, is to shed light on what exactly is meant by 

a midtown musical culture, and what characterizes midtown’s environment, 

contributions, influences and outcomes. An aligned goal is to better define and explain 

uptown and downtown, and to explore the disagreements among critics, composers and 
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musicologists in defining these terms. Insights into these questions will emerge through a 

consideration of Musical Elements, a music ensemble active between 1978 and 1990. The 

group has been described by its founders, Daniel Asia and Robert Beaser, as having been 

at the intersection between the uptown and downtown circuits. 

Geographical Uptown and Downtown 

Although a geographical distinction alone is an inadequate tool for understanding 

how uptown and downtown musical composition are distinguished from one another, a 

geographical perspective does provide a useful starting point for beginning to understand 

how references to areas in Manhattan eventually came to represent distinct musical 

philosophies. In terms of physical space, downtown music was performed below 

Twentieth Street in Manhattan, while uptown music was performed in the areas near 

Lincoln Center, Juilliard, and Columbia University.2 Because these geographical 

distinctions regarding venues provide a general rule of thumb for identifying the aesthetic 

orientation to which a given composer might belong, they came to be used to refer to 

distinct musical practices and philosophies. However, there certainly were composers 

who espoused a downtown or uptown philosophy but who had their pieces performed 

outside of New York, such as downtown composers Henry Gwiazda in Morehead, 

Minnesota, Art Jarvinen in Los Angeles, Peter Gena and Don Malone in Chicago, and 

Pamela Z and Carl Stone in San Francisco. For Gann, uptown was not limited to the 

                                                           
2. Gann, “Breaking the Chain Letter: An Essay on Downtown Music.”  
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United States; he cited Maria de Alvear as a downtown composer in Europe.3 The reach 

of the uptown school also extended beyond venues in uptown Manhattan, but composers 

like Milton Babbitt, Roger Sessions and Elliott Carter were all established in a 

geographically fixed uptown musical culture, and all taught at Juilliard.4  

Defining Uptown and Downtown 

In the strictest sense, uptown music is marked by its focus on complexity and its 

adherence to serialism as a compositional framework, and includes composers such as 

Milton Babbitt, Elliott Carter, Roger Sessions, Ben Weber, George Rochberg, Daniel 

Martino and Stefan Wolpe.5 When one speaks about uptown and its academy, though, 

one might also be more generally referring to tonal, atonal, and serial paradigms that are 

rooted in the Western classical music tradition.6 Downtown, on the other hand, is marked 

by experimentation in the areas of minimalism (La Monte Young, Steve Reich and Philip 

Glass), performance art (Laurie Anderson and Yoko Ono), free improvisation (Pauline 

Oliveros),7 postminimalism (William Duckworth and Elodie Lauten),8 and totalism (Julia 

                                                           
3. Ibid. 

4. Ibid. 

5. Mathew Guerrieri, “Crash Course: American Serialism,” newmusicbox.org, October 30, 2008, 

accessed June 18, 2016, http://www.newmusicbox.org/articles/crash-course-american-serialism/. 

6. Gann, “Breaking the Chain Letter: An Essay on Downtown Music.” 

7. Kyle Gann, Music Downtown (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2006), 13-14. 

8. Kyle Gann, “Minimal Music, Maximal Impact: Minimalism’s Immediate Legacy: 

Postminimalism,” in American Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997), 325-

327. 
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Wolfe, David Lang, and Michael Gordon).9 Essentially, the picture painted by Kyle 

Gann, the leading writer on the uptown/downtown schism, and supported by both further 

research and interviews with Daniel Asia, is that uptown refers to the academy in its more 

general sense and its representation by the Princeton, Yale and Columbia axis, and 

downtown encompasses everything that was not part of the academy.10 Robert Beaser, 

however, has a more hardline view that emphasizes serial dominance in the uptown 

circuit.11  

  

                                                           
9. Kyle Gann, “After Ugly Music,” Village Voice 38, no. 22 (June 1993): 81. 

10. Daniel Asia, interview by author, December 23, 2015. 

11. Robert Beaser, interview by author, May 20, 2016. 
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CHAPTER 2: NEW YORK MUSIC IN THE 1970s 

After World War II, European modernism gained in stature among American 

composers.12 For composers like Milton Babbitt, Arnold Schoenberg presented a model 

that could help meet the demands of the European tradition and contribute an 

“enrichment of the musical language itself.”13 Babbitt and his serialist colleagues cared 

very little for how audiences might receive their works and relied, in place of ticket sales, 

on grants and other outside sources of funding.14  

During the 1950s a very different school of thought took root in the form of the 

New York School. The adoption of non-Western philosophies by this group led to an 

interrogation of the most fundamental aspects of Western art music.15 The new school’s 

philosophy reflected a desire to forego continuity so that it might let “sounds … be 

themselves.”16 Their definition of music as “organized sound,” inspired as it was by non-

Western philosophies, was on the experimental frontier and at the heart of the schism 

between uptown’s Eurocentric perspective and downtown’s interest in non-Western 

                                                           
12. Joseph Horowitz, Understanding Toscanini: How He Became an American Culture-God and 

Helped Create a New Audience for Old Music (New York: Knopf, 1987), 267.  

13. Stephen Peles, “Serialism and Complexity,” in The Cambridge History of American Music, ed. 

David Nicholls (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 499. 

14. Milton Babbitt, “Who Cares if You Listen?” High Fidelity 8, no. 2 (February 1958): 38-40, 

126-127, accessed January 15, 2016, http://www.palestrant.com/babbitt.html. 

15. David Nicholls, “Avant-garde and Experimental Music,” in The Cambridge History of 

American Music, ed. David Nicholls (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 524. 

16. John Cage, Silence: Lectures and Writings by John Cage (Hanover, NH: University Press of 

New England, 1961), 71, accessed January 12, 2016, http://dss-edit.com/prof-

anon/sound/library/Cage_Silence.pdf. 
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philosophies and musical procedures.17 Minimalist composers, on the other hand, began 

to blend Euro-centric, non-Western, radical, jazz and popular traditions and helped to 

create an environment of intersection. Young, the so-called “grandfather of 

minimalism,”18 focused on intonation, drones and improvisation and, in conjunction with 

Riley’s use of repeated melodic phrases, gave minimalism its most recognizable 

trademarks.19 The perspectives and initiatives of these minimalist composers demonstrate 

that any hard and fast distinction between uptown and downtown is difficult to apply 

convincingly.20  

Throughout the height of the American serialist movement and the rise of the 

New York School native-born American composers such as Samuel Barber and Ned 

Rorem had continued more or less as tonalists.21 By 1960, the neoclassicist aesthetic 

reemerged as “what might best be called a second wave of neotonality.”22 Of the neo-

tonalists, Leonard Bernstein is perhaps the most outwardly visible in part because of the 

recognition of the musical West Side Story (1957), where he demonstrated his ability to 

                                                           
17. Ibid., 83. 

18. John Rockwell, All American Music (Cambridge, MA: Da Capo Press, 1997), 113. 

19. Nicholls, “Avant-garde and Experimental Music,” 529. 

20. Ibid., 529. 

21. Johnathan W. Bernard, “Tonal Traditions in Art Music,” in The Cambridge History of 

American Music, ed. David Nicholls (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 537. 

22. Ibid., 538. 
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synthesize diverse forms, styles and influences.23 And as a conductor, in 1961, Bernstein 

did a great deal to reinvigorate interest in the works of American composers by 

presenting their works with the New York Philharmonic in a context that provided a clear 

lineage to the European classics.24 He also asserted the predominance of tonality by 

espousing the view that serial music is inescapably “haunted” by a “sense of tonality” 

intrinsic to the “natural harmonic series.”25 Eventually, other composers also adopted 

more tonal paradigms (most notably, George Rochberg and Del Tredici), and some, like 

William Bolcom, incorporated popular idioms into their compositions. As a result, the 

opportunity arose for non-classical crossover jazz and popular artists to write for 

ensembles usually associated with art music, such as Laurie Anderson and Frank Zappa.26 

This shift into cooperative exchange owes as much to minimalists as it does to 

neotonalists and became the essence of midtown music. For midtown composers, the 

perceived failure of serialism — then a chief representative of Western art music in this 

country — contributed to the impression of an inevitable demise of classical music unless 

some transformative “new thing” emerged; this impression was perceived and described 

                                                           
23. David Schiff, “Re-Hearing Bernstein: a Brilliant Talent Dissipated in Exhibitionistic Self-

indulgence?” Atlantic Monthly (June, 1993): 55-70, accessed January 6, 2016, http://ic.galegroup.com. 

24. Peles, “Serialism and Complexity,” 499. 

25. Leonard Bernstein, The Unanswered Question (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1976), 289-291. 

26. Bernard, “Tonal Traditions in Art Music,” 551. 
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by Asia frequently as the source of unrest and “boredom” among young musicians and 

composers in New York when Musical Elements was formed in 1977.27  

                                                           
27. Daniel Asia, interview by author, December 23, 2015. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE CONSTRUCT OF THE UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN SCHISM 

An examination of the literature on the subject suggests that the terms uptown and 

downtown have been used in different ways by different scholars. Here, the camp critics 

are those scholars and commentators who helped to formalize the politicized views of 

uptown and downtown by writing extensively about the schism and the environments that 

led up to or emerged from it. This group includes Martin Brody, Stephen Chase, Kyle 

Gann, Gary Giddins, Will Hermes, and Rodney Lister. Forming a slightly different group 

are the camp-driven commentators, who depicted a sense of competition between 

institutions and the experimental or avant-garde, and between variations within the larger 

uptown or downtown streams, such as minimalism, serialism, atonalism, neo-tonality and 

the New York School. This second group includes Milton Babbitt, Leonard Bernstein, 

John Cage, David Nicholls, Stephen Peles, Jonathan Bernard, and David Schiff.  

Camp Critics 

Foremost of the camp critics is Kyle Gann, whom Rodney Lister has dubbed the 

best known chronicler of downtown performances, philosophies and activities.28 Stephen 

Chase’s review of the collected works of Kyle Gann helped solidify Gann’s status as the 

premier authority on the schism. Chase also framed Gann’s perspective more as a useful 

conceptualization than a precise designation, stating, “All critics are advocates, whether 

for things as they were or for how they could be and invest their ideals in the music they 

                                                           
28. Rodney Lister, review of Music Downtown: Articles from the Village Voice, 1986-2000 by 

Kyle Gann, Tempo 60, no. 238 (October 2006): 58, accessed March 11, 2016, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/3878656. 
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encounter, identifying common themes and values and often setting them in opposition to 

some other aspect of contemporary practice.”29 In Gann’s eyes, the efforts of the uptown 

group of composers resulted in an “artificial uptown-created scene centered around prize-

winning composers whose music disappears quickly after a few years of celebrity…. 

Meanwhile, an entire history of American originals has paraded by.”30  

Gary Giddins helps to shed light on how the history of recognition played a large 

role in establishing the perception of polarized camps by pointing out that the majority of 

composers winning the Pulitzer Prize were part of the uptown’s academy, suggesting that 

experimental and/or free jazz composers (Gann’s downtown composers) were largely 

overlooked.31 Martin Brody furthers this depiction, describing how the uptown’s 

academy composers (he gives perhaps too much credit to the serialists specifically) 

successfully overshadowed their downtown experimental contemporaries because the 

academy group could garner institutional support in other forms as well, such as 

Guggenheim fellowships and Arts and Letters Awards; thus, a direct competition was 

eventually created between the academy (uptown) and experimentalism (downtown), 

further cementing the impression of polarized camps.32 

                                                           
29. Stephen Chase, review of Music Downtown: Articles from the Village Voice, 1986-2000 by 

Kyle Gann, Popular Music, 26, no. 3 (October 2007): 522, accessed March 20, 2016, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/4500345. 

30. Gann, “Breaking the Chain Letter: An Essay on Downtown Music.” 

31. Gary Giddins, “The Academy’s Pulitzer,” Village Voice (April 2003), accessed March 20, 

2016, http://www.villagevoice.com/music/the-academys-pulitzer-6410685. 

32. Martin Brody, “Our Music,” Musical Quarterly, 79, no. 3 (Autumn 1995): 547, accessed 

March 15, 2016, http://www.jstor.org/stable/742443. 
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Other critics helped to formulate the concept of yet another stream defined in 

relation to the uptown/downtown schism and marked by an interest in popular music, or 

at least an interest in the popular aspects of music, as well as the free exploration of 

compositional styles. One such critic, Will Hermes, describes the minimalists, Philip 

Glass and Steve Reich in particular, as deeply involved in popular music and in this way 

distinguished them from their downtown contemporaries.33 Rodney Lister, the first to 

recognize the concept of midtown, lends further credence to the existence of an 

environment of intersection by identifying a midtown culture and discussing it in relation 

to the schism. Lister notes that Glass and Reich had presented pioneering works, 

displaying a liberal synthesis of different styles, which inspired many of the midtown 

composers and musicians soon to emerge (composers such as John Corigliano, William 

Bolcom, John Harbison, Ellen Taaffe Zwillich, and John Adams). Glass and Reich had 

demonstrated that camp boundaries could, in fact, be crossed and composers could 

survive the breach.34 This newly developed midtown style was showcased alongside the 

uptown style at Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall and attempted, in its interest and 

appeals to popular sentiment, to be more mainstream than either uptown or downtown. 

Like the uptowners, however, these musicians tended to operate in more traditional 

                                                           
33. Will Hermes, Love Goes to Buildings on Fire: Five Years in New York that Changed Music 

Forever (New York: Faber and Faber Inc., 2011), 41-49.  

34. Lister, review of Music Downtown, 58. 
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venues, such as schools and concert halls, while downtowners felt more at home in lofts, 

galleries, and bars.35 

Camp-driven  

Where the camp critics formulated a rather simplistic view of the era, defining it 

according to the broad categories of uptown and downtown, camp-driven scholars 

worked within this broad framework to catalog a greater degree of stratification within 

the broad categories of uptown and downtown. Camp-driven scholars Stephen Peles and 

Jonathan W. Bernard, for example, have taken great care in describing the separate and 

distinct approaches of the serialists and the neo-tonalists and argue for the import of each 

school’s philosophy as a separate entity. Bernstein himself offered a criticism of atonal 

music when he dismissed the claim that atonal and serial music could become an 

effective replacement for tonality or that serialism had effectively broken free of a tonal 

paradigm.36 Further, the more strictly atonal or post-tonal composers who steered back 

toward more clearly tonal paradigms are certainly not indicative of an undifferentiated 

stronghold of uptown solidarity.37 David Schiff asserts that Bernstein also maintained his 

own kind of crossover sensibility as he worked popular idioms into his own compositions 

and inspired others to do the same.38  

                                                           
35. Ibid., 42-45. 

36. Leonard Bernstein, The Unanswered Question, 289-291. 

37. Bernard, “Tonal Traditions in Art Music,” 545. 

38. David Schiff, “Re-Hearing Bernstein.”  
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At their inception, the systems of institutional support, or funding, that Gann 

references were already linked to Babbitt and his new avant-garde of American serialists 

as well as proponents of other “advanced” music.39 Bernstein and other neo-tonalists, on 

the other hand, were able to achieve widespread commercial successes, in large part due 

to what Bernard cites as the “failure of post-war nontonal music to win any wide 

enthusiasm … among performers, critics, or audiences,”40 which was of little concern to 

the serialists who are known to have placed audience appreciation low on their priority 

list. The serialist mindset was, as Babbitt implied and as others inferred, one of “Who 

cares if you listen?”41 Although Babbitt insisted this title was added to his work by an 

“unfeeling editor” and it is well-known that the original title was “The Composer as 

Specialist,” the published title was revealing. As John Rockwell explained, 

The [rebranded] title accurately echoes the essay’s ideas: modern music is pure 

sonic research, [Babbitt] argued in 1958. Composers should be supported by 

society free from any demands or expectations by a public that can’t be expected 

to comprehend their experiments, let alone like them.42 

 

To speak of the serialist position more favorably, per Brody, the serialists hoped to 

insulate their art “from commercialism and its homogenizing and totalizing effects.”43 

                                                           
39. Nicholls, “Avant-garde and Experimental Music,” 497. 

40. Bernard, “Tonal Traditions in Art Music,” 538. 

41. Milton Babbitt, “Who Cares if You Listen?” High Fidelity 8, no. 2 (February 1958): 38-40, 

126-127, accessed January 15, 2016, http://www.palestrant.com/babbitt.html. 

42. John Rockwell, “Music View; When Practice Refuses to Make Perfect,” New York Times, 

Dec. 17, 1989, http://www.nytimes.com/1989/12/17/arts/music-view-when-practice-refuses-to-make-

perfect.html. 

43. Brody, “Our Music,” 547. 
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But by largely disregarding their audience the American serialists certainly limited their 

options for any measure of mass appeal, as Gann describes.  

Cage and his New York School had similar difficulties achieving large-scale 

commercial success and therefore relied on the same systems of institutional support 

originally cultivated by the serialists. Within such institutions Cage and his ilk would be 

forced to compete for funding alongside a more established contingent of serialist 

composers.44 Admittedly, Cage and others participated in musical theatre and 

performance art, but they never truly departed from their pursuit of “high art.”45 Thanks 

in large part to the American serialists and their systems of foundational support, so-

called “high art” in music had begun to be associated with intellectualism and a general 

disregard for the audience. In Cage’s pursuit of “high art” and in his cultivation of a 

“deadly seriousness,” he seems to have had somewhat more in common with the uptown 

serialists then he did with other downtown contingents.46  

In terms of official recognition and prestige, Gann’s view of decisive opposition 

between the uptowners and downtown music finds its strongest support. Gann also notes 

the insular island of judges but added that downtown composers were largely ignored 

because the composer-judges were all “coming pretty much from the same narrow 
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Eurocentric aesthetic.”47 John Corigliano, a 2001 Pulitzer Prize winner, famously stated 

that “the Pulitzer was originally intended to be for a work that is going to last, to mean 

something to the world. It changed into another kind of award completely: by composers 

for composers, mired in a pool of rotating jurors.”48 Similarly, John Adams, a winner of 

the prize in 2003, “expressed astonishment at winning, and ambivalence bordering on 

contempt. The prize, he said, has ‘lost much of the prestige it still carries in other fields,’ 

because ‘most of the country’s greatest musical minds’ are ignored, ‘often in favor of 

academy composers’.”49  

On the Academy 

For many, the uptown academy defines the so-called Princeton-Columbia axis 

and evokes a vision of serial tyranny, something about which Joseph Straus has written at 

length. In his article “The Myth of Serial ‘Tyranny’” he succeeds at largely debunking 

the dominance of serial music through an empirical and statistical analysis.50 Straus 

makes an important distinction in supporting his claim by asserting that serialism and 

atonality are not identical, and this helps him to paint a less imposing view of serialism.51 
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With this distinction in force, the evidence he cites for debunking claims of serial tyranny 

is very convincing; he does, however, acknowledge the possibility of a serial dominance 

at Princeton, where Babbitt, Sessions, and Peter Westergaard held three of the six tenured 

appointments and garnered a “disproportionate share of attention and prestige.”52  

One critique of Straus’s empirical study comes from Anne Shreffler. In her 

response to Straus, she questions his distinction between serial and atonal music: 

Although Straus’s distinction is accurate… it ignores the fact that most atonal 

music written after ca. 1950 is indebted to serial principles and techniques (and 

can be designated as post-serial music), just as pitch-class set theory is indebted to 

serial theory for its basic concepts. Moreover… the distinction between ordered 

and unordered sets, or between sets with twelve members or those with only six, 

is not likely to be perceptible or relevant. Collapsing this somewhat artificial 

distinction would show a serial-atonal majority in a few of Straus’s charts, for 

example in Fig. 3d, “Whose music was published? (1965-69),” and Fig. 9c, “The 

Guggenheim Fellowships (1960-64).”53 

 

Whether a serial tyranny really existed or not, what could be inferred from Straus’s 

analysis, especially if his distinction between serial and atonal music is dissolved as 

Shreffler suggests, is the marginalization of music from the experimental camp in terms 

of reviews, awards, prizes, publishing and recording; however, in the period between 

1965 and 1969 the experimental camp demonstrated a significant improvement in all of 

these areas.54 It seems that the hard-line schism that Gann envisions is only an accurate 

representation if all that is non-experimental is conflated into a unified front of uptown 
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solidarity, but to do so would be to equate neo-tonal, neo-romantic, neo-classical, atonal, 

and serial compositional styles on the one hand and at the same time equate performance 

art, minimalism, aleatoric music, free jazz and free improvisation, and other experimental 

music on the other. Conflating along these lines obscures the possibility of the 

intersectional environment represented by midtown by necessitating that midtown be 

labeled as either part of the uptown or downtown circuit, exclusively. 
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CHAPTER 4: MIDTOWN’S BACKGROUND AND INFLUENCES 

Introduction 

Where some commentators have defined the various schools tightly and rigidly by 

virtue of clear alignment with or opposition to Eurocentric academics, others have made 

frequent note of composers who migrated within or between the broad categories of 

uptown and downtown. Peles, Nicholls and Bernard, however, did not view these 

migrations as evidence of a significant breach of the camps or as a sign that an 

environment of intersection between uptown and downtown was beginning to emerge.55 

Still, these scholars have all hinted at a decidedly more complex and nuanced musical 

atmosphere, not only delineating groups and subgroups within both circles but also 

noting various converts to one camp or another and identifying a whole other stream of 

midtown composers. Rodney Lister, as cited previously, identified and defined these 

migrants in their own category and it now becomes possible to explore the ontogenesis of 

the midtown contingent.56 In order to advance our discussion of midtown, it becomes 

necessary to exemplify the development of the midtown culture by focusing on one 

midtown ensemble active during the period. Musical Elements is a particularly useful 

example, as this ensemble was among the first to self-identify as a midtown ensemble, 
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and it worked to advance midtown cultural values by extension into the domain of 

concert programming. 

In the midst of the debate and opposition, there were a number of figures, some 

traditionally associated with uptown and others with downtown, whose musical 

philosophy and aesthetic informed Musical Elements and their construction of a midtown 

musical culture. Daniel Asia and Robert Beaser, two of the ensemble’s principal 

members, were, after all, students of Arthur Weisberg, so he can clearly be said to have 

been a significant influence. Interestingly enough, Weisberg was linked to the uptown 

contingent by Peles despite his openness to stylistic exploration.57 Asia also found the 

works of George Crumb “interesting” and described his musical developments as 

something he was already “hip to” as a student of Weisberg.58 Asia and Beaser would 

also later champion the works of Jacob Druckman, another of their instructors. Despite 

sometimes clear connections to uptown, the fact that all of these composers experimented 

with different styles and often juxtapositions of style within a single work aligns them 

more with downtown experimentalism and the soon to emerge midtown contingent than 

with uptown.  

Arthur Weisberg 

Arthur Weisberg studied conducting under Jean Morel and went on to teach at 

Juilliard and eventually Yale University, where he taught both Asia and Beaser. Weisberg 
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conducted the Milwaukee Symphony and Sjaellands and Aalborg Symphonies of 

Denmark and the New York Philharmonic; he and the New York Philharmonic recorded 

George Crumb’s A Haunted Landscape. In 1961, Weisberg created the Contemporary 

Chamber Ensemble, which toured internationally and gave well over one hundred world 

premieres of new music. Weisberg also authored two books, The Art of Wind Playing and 

Performing 20th-Century Music: A Handbook for Conductors and Instrumentalists.59  

In Performing 20th-Century Music, Weisberg prefaces the entire volume with a 

few key phrases that sum up his philosophy regarding contemporary music: 

The problem for musicians, and it is a difficult one, is to discover which are the 

true and lasting principles, and which pass with the moment. It is not a 

performer’s job, however, to predict, but to perform as well as possible. To do 

this, performers must understand the composer’s intention. We must do our best 

to present their ideas and not worry about historical judgments.60 

 

This perspective may explain in part why Asia expressed very little interest in aligning 

himself with any one school of thought and was content to focus on getting new 

compositions performed, leaving the securing of future presentations to the composers. In 

this regard, Asia would allow the artistic community at large to decide what was 

historically significant.61 Gann’s discourse suggests that composers at this time 

championed one of two clear paths, either the uptown traditional or the downtown 
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progressive.62 But both Asia and Weisberg were more interested in simply seeing what 

was out there, giving new music a chance to be heard and letting history and critics make 

greater claims about the proper direction of contemporary music. 

As for how that music would be performed in the first place, Weisberg 

distinguished between “flow” and “accuracy”: 

The terms flow and accuracy are in every sense opposites. The one cancels the 

other. Even though flow is very difficult to define, all good musicians understand 

it, even if only instinctively. Accuracy, on the other hand, is very easy to define: 

every rhythm in its precise place. That is easier said than done, and in reality only 

a machine can accomplish it perfectly. But that is just as well, because when a 

person plays absolutely accurately the performance can sound too machine-like. 

The important issue is to know when the music requires accuracy and when it 

requires flow. It is ultimately an interpretive decision on the part of the 

performer.63 

 

Weisberg’s acknowledgement of this very crucial distinction is directly related to the 

import placed by Musical Elements on the excellence of their players in terms not just of 

accuracy but also on presentation and their desire to connect with audiences.64 Moreover, 

just as Weisberg had championed the works of unknown American composers from 

many different aesthetic standpoints, Musical Elements would champion the works of 

many as yet unknown or up-and-coming composers.65 Asia affirms that his ensemble was 
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very much following Weisberg’s model in some major respects and that this model 

aligned neither with uptown nor downtown aesthetics.66 

George Crumb 

With regard to George Crumb, Asia makes it rather plain that, by 1973, he had 

“already gotten hip to George Crumb’s music and I thought it was really cool.”67 George 

Crumb had studied at Mason College, the University of Illinois, and the University of 

Michigan, the latter under Ross Lee Finney, whom Crumb identified as his principal 

composition teacher. Crumb was the first conductor for the National Ballet of Canada and 

was well respected for his conducting ability, and he taught composition at the University 

of Pennsylvania. He is perhaps better known for the compositions that earned him 

numerous grants and awards, most notably a Pulitzer Prize for Echoes of Time and the 

River. Crumb regarded Debussy, Mahler and Bartók as the primary influences on his 

musical language.68  

Crumb’s music “often juxtaposes contrasting musical styles, ranging from the 

western art-music tradition to hymns and folk music to non-Western music. Many of 

Crumb’s works include programmatic, symbolic, mystical and theatrical elements, which 
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are often reflected in his beautiful and meticulously notated scores.”69 Crumb brought 

both a wide-ranging adventurism to his musical explorations and a focused approach that 

was highly reflective of classical discipline. In his own comments about A Haunted 

Landscape, reflections of Gustav Mahler’s desire to capture his surroundings in sonic 

forms are apparent. Although Mahler was mostly interested in capturing that unique 

locale of his youth, Crumb used another approach: 

Places can inspire feelings of reverence or of brooding menace (like the deserted 

battlefields of ancient wars). Sometimes one feels an idyllic sense of time 

suspended. The contemplation of a landscape can induce complex psychological 

states, and perhaps music is an ideal medium for delineating the tiny, subtle 

nuances of emotion and sensibility that hover between the subliminal and the 

conscious.70 

 

Perhaps it is because Crumb shared a similar sensibility with Mahler, and that he was also 

a world traveler, that he infused his music with not just Western folk idioms but non-

Western folk idioms that would help him sonically render such faraway and majestic 

places. As Asia asserts, “He was a real anomaly. He definitely wasn’t uptown and he 

wasn’t downtown. He was kind of the original in the middle” (by middle Asia makes 

reference here to midtown as an emerging aesthetic).71 Although this statement was made 

in 2015, it does suggest that Asia’s interest in this so-called musical anomaly had aligned 

his ensemble with advancing a kind of midtown aesthetic at its inception. This statement 
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also demonstrates that reaching into non-Western traditions, as the so-called downtown 

New York School was wont to do, was not a characteristic belonging solely to the New 

York School or the greater downtown community of composers. 

Jacob Druckman 

Jacob Druckman also taught Asia and Beaser while they were at Yale University, 

and during their tenure with Musical Elements the two graduates would go on to 

champion the works of their former instructor. Arguably then, there must have been 

something about Druckman’s musical tastes that resonated deeply with the founders of 

Musical Elements. Druckman himself had studied at Juilliard under Bernard Wagenaar, 

Vincent Persichetti, and Peter Mennin (the latter had studied with Aaron Copland at 

Tanglewood). He would later go on to teach at Juilliard, Bard College, Tanglewood, 

Brooklyn College, and Yale University. Druckman’s work Windows earned him a 

Pulitzer Prize in 1972. Druckman’s orchestral works included commissions from the New 

York Philharmonic, Chicago Symphony, Baltimore Symphony, and Radio France. 

During his time with the New York Philharmonic as its composer-in-residence (1982-

1985), he explored the emerging new romanticism in the programming of three 

controversial and influential Horizons Festivals, which will later be discussed in more 

detail.72 
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There seem to be some strong parallels in the approaches of Druckman and Asia 

toward recent musical history and stylistic flexibility. Both seem to have recognized the 

historic importance of the 1960s and the myriad schools of thought and new ideas that 

emerged out of this tumultuous period. Also, they shared a willingness to head down 

many roads in pursuit of musical exploration, and both seemed to dislike Cage.73 Of the 

two of them, Asia seems more apt to assert that, throughout his musical career, even 

unbeknownst to him, he was always heading to a “particular somewhere musically.”74 
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CHAPTER 5: MUSICAL ELEMENTS 

The Cultivated Aesthetic 

To begin homing in on the midtown aesthetic and how it differs from uptown and 

downtown, it will first be helpful to explore the ensemble members’ views regarding 

these matters. Keith Underwood, flautist for the ensemble, shared some interesting 

insights as to the musical milieu Musical Elements was about to enter at their inception as 

well as some of the influences that inspired Asia and Beaser: 

In the ‘70s, people like Jacob Druckman or Charles Wuorinen had very distinctive 

styles. They were trying to develop a style that had never been heard before, that 

was very standoffish towards popular music. Then in the ‘80s people were trying 

to write more and more in a classical contemporary style but make it sound 

appealing to people who had pop sensibilities — Steve Reich and Philip Glass. 

That style influenced composers of Dan [Asia] and Bob [Beaser]’s ages, who 

found influences outside of straight classical music. They tried to write in jazz 

style, in a rock style. The performers were trying to play authentic grooves and 

not sound like classical people.75 

 

Here Underwood reiterates some of Asia’s central ideas regarding the aesthetic of the 

ensemble, namely the desire to appeal to a wider and more populist audience. There is 

also further evidence that midtown had been inspired, at least in part, by Steve Reich and 

Philip Glass, who had helped contribute to the crossover environment discussed 

previously. It is important here to note that Musical Elements was not trying to venture 

into the popular stream; the ensemble simply aimed to infuse the classical sphere with a 

fresh interpretation of style that might broaden its appeal, much in the way that Crumb 

and Druckman had done. There was still a notion of high art, but of the kind, as Asia has 
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said, that did not have to be off-putting. When asked about the uptown/downtown schism 

Mary Feinsinger, soprano for the ensemble, helped to further clarify with her 

impressions: 

A lot of [other music] was kind of publicity grabbing, less serious, more 

spectacle. [Musical Elements] wasn’t performance art, which is how… I thought 

of a lot of downtown stuff, and more from the notes… Elements was really 

eclectic, it wasn’t like, ‘We must do twelve tone’ … It wasn’t that kind of rigid 

orthodoxy… It was part of the scene, though I didn’t have a sense of us against 

them. It was exciting. We performed so much strange music, which required a 

huge level of musicality. Just being exposed to it pushed me to the top. [It was] a 

great experience.76 

 

Here, Feinsinger establishes Musical Elements as eclectic but serious, in contrast to the 

downtown stream as “publicity grabbing” and “less serious” “performance art” and the 

“rigid orthodoxy” of uptown. What most set Musical Elements apart from uptown and 

downtown was the demands placed on its performers by exploring such variety. 

Nevertheless, to Feinsinger, Musical Elements stood squarely outside of the debate 

between the uptown and downtown; it became simply “part of the scene.” 

For others in the ensemble, Musical Elements was not so much outside the debate 

as it was firmly entrenched in it. To James McElwaine and Keith Underwood, the schism 

was more than just a vague abstraction — it was a reality that was best exemplified by 

the different aims and sensibilities of performance groups active at the time, particularly 

the New York New Music Ensemble (1976) and Parnassus (1974). For James 

McElwaine, founding member and clarinetist for Musical Elements, 

It is a schism, if you contrast the two groups. New York New Music played the 

Upper West Side venues. Musical Elements started downtown in the East Village 

and would occasionally play uptown after the first four or five years. Our crowd 
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was still more downtown, this time more Cooper Union. Uptown at that point 

really meant the Upper West Side from about 59th on up to Riverdale, past the 

George Washington Bridge. In the village the audience was instantly more diverse 

and a little less uniform in income, although both groups were substantially 

underground groups. There weren’t that many new music groups at that time, but 

this was new music written in about the last ten or fifteen years by university 

composers. So, who did we not want to sound like? Duke Ellington had said that 

there is good music and everything else. I was trying not to be in that second 

group. Always the first parameter [of good music] is the excellence of the 

players.77 

 

McElwaine clearly saw Musical Elements more closely aligned with the downtown 

sensibility, or at the very least, with the diversity and vitality that characterized 

downtown audiences. McElwaine’s comments also reveal the kind of appeal and 

enthusiasm Musical Elements was hoping to generate among audiences and at the same 

time show that Musical Elements appears to have had an equal focus on maintaining 

standards of excellence and engaging with the Western art music tradition. The focus on 

the “excellence of the players” resonates well with Feinsinger’s previous comment 

regarding being “pushed to the top”; however, McElwaine’s geographical description of 

uptown contrasts starkly with Beaser’s, who claimed that uptown was strictly serial and 

that composers such as Bernstein belonged to a different group.78 Again, though Gann 

had had a fairly strong stance on the serial nature of uptown, his definition, focused as it 

was on European models, left room for Bernstein in the uptown stream just as 

McElwaine’s does. It should be noted, however, that Musical Elements did not so much 

create a new approach as it had worked to advance and refine a midtown culture that 
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traces its roots back to the philosophies of Weisberg, Crumb, and Druckman and to the 

crossover sensibilities of Philip Glass, Steve Reich, and Leonard Bernstein. 

Keith Underwood, flautist for the Musical Elements and an on-again, off-again 

member of the uptown ensemble Parnassus, founded by Anthony Korf, gives us 

additional insights regarding how the two groups compared in programming and 

approach to performance: 

Korf’s Parnassus definitely had a… stricter, more conservative taste in 

contemporary music which was reflected in the programming. Both groups 

rehearsed intensely, but Parnassus had a particular heavy discipline to it which 

worked to its advantage and sometimes to its disadvantage. Musical Elements had 

a looser, jazzier sort of feeling. I felt more comfortable in that environment. I 

learned more from it.79 

 

As Feinsinger had suggested, uptown was more “from the notes,” “rigid,” and 

“orthodox,” and Underwood’s comments here further these impressions. The uptowners 

exist on a spectrum with the serialists on the extreme, but the idea of serial tyranny has 

been brought into question and the serial domination of uptown music is therefore 

somewhat suspect. Keith Underwood addresses his views of downtown and the mixture 

represented by Musical Elements: 

And the downtown thing…were groups that were more disposed to straight 

improvising, or jazz oriented groups like the Art Ensemble of Chicago. Musical 

Elements was more of a mixture. Everybody had interest in lots of types of music 

and played lots of types of music outside of Musical Elements and what was 

going on there. The great thing about Musical Elements was that everybody was 

interested in pop music…. They were going to be new wave classical musicians.80 
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In this statement Underwood defines downtown not as “performance art” like Mary 

Feinsinger, or as “experimental” as defined by Asia and Beaser, but as improvisational 

“jazz oriented groups.” 

These conflicting ideas from the ensemble itself about its place in the New York 

musical ecosystem suggests that elements of both uptown and downtown are present 

within the midtown culture. For example, the fact that Musical Elements “rehearsed 

intensely” marks it as still serious and rigorous in a way that Feinsinger, at least, sees as 

having been largely absent from the “publicity grabbing” downtowners, and it is apparent 

that elements of uptown’s focus on excellence and the commitment to the Western art 

music tradition are present within Musical Elements. But, as Underwood has asserted, 

Musical Elements was also “looser” with a “jazzier sort of feeling” and its members had 

a desire to integrate more popular styles into their playing to create an environment where 

contemporary classical music could appeal to audiences with more popular sensibilities. 

Coupled with the eclecticism cited by Feinsinger, one can also see elements of 

downtown’s experimental and populist approach as well. From all of this, it begins to 

become evident that the qualities that have been ascribed to Musical Elements by its 

members do in fact represent a mixed sensibility. 

Looking further into the aesthetic of Musical Elements through its programming, 

McElwaine comments, 

We chose the music to demonstrate the virtuosity of the group…every piece had 

its moments for somebody. We did some lame pieces too, and that was okay, you 
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can’t have ten Webern pieces in a row, that’s not how you please the crowd… 

You’ve got to have a foot tapper there. Dan did a masterful job of that [balance].81 

 

These statements suggest that the members of Musical Elements consciously avoided 

polarized positions so that they could explore new music without regard for boundaries of 

genre or philosophy. By looking for pieces that demonstrated “the virtuosity of the 

group” instead of those that aligned with and promoted any one musical platform or 

musical philosophy, the ensemble effectively positioned itself at an intersection between 

uptown and downtown. Ultimately, their willingness to explore, their desire to “please 

the crowd” even if that necessitated the inclusion of “lame pieces,” and the group’s 

intense focus on musicality, excellence, and virtuosity may be the most defining 

characteristics of the midtown culture the ensemble aimed to represent and the most clear 

examples of their mixed sensibility — promoting the advancement of the Western art 

music tradition like uptown while at the same time drawing on the appeal and 

accessibility of downtown.  

Musical Elements’ intense focus on virtuosity, but of a different kind than that of 

the majority of the ensemble’s contemporaries, deserves further investigation. 

McElwaine explains: 

They are several kinds of virtuosity, especially in twentieth century music. 

Sometimes we leap to the conclusion that virtuosity is so many notes per square 

inch on the page. There’s a much subtler kind of virtuosity. The circle of 

performers is as intimate as humans ever get, I think, as insightful into each other. 

It becomes really quite a beautiful intellectual dance that the audience feels but 

doesn’t get. They just don’t understand that there’s this almost negative virtuosity 

that is about give and take… Most modern music at that time was pretty 
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aggressive atonally. It was music that tends to put you at arm’s length and holds 

you there. That negative space… that exists in performance… boils down to 

minute gestures — they have to be right on time — and the importance of that is 

absolutely critical to popular music [also].82 

 

This construct of virtuosity puts a great deal of focus on the ensemble as a whole and its 

ability to reach an audience on an emotional and instinctive level, if not a conscious one. 

Here the assumption that virtuosity consists only of "so many notes per square inch" and 

the description of most modern music as “aggressively atonal…music that puts you at 

arm’s length and holds you there” implies that serial composers had forgotten the 

importance of connecting with an audience. The qualities of being “right on time” with 

“minute gestures” can be aided by rehearsal but are only realized on stage and in front of 

the audience. In this way, McElwaine’s “negative space” is a kind of interaction between 

performer and audience. 

Returning to Musical Elements specifically, the comments of Keith Underwood 

can help to solidify some of these ideas by speaking further to the importance of the 

ensemble’s concept of performance-based virtuosity. 

In part of one of Bob’s pieces he played chord progressions and I played over the 

chord progressions. He gave me suggestions for lines and I improvised things. I 

always love when composers have some instrumental skill and then play and 

improvise with instrumentalists writing things that come from a real 

collaboration. A real problem with music comes from a situation where 

composers are not instrumentalists…they’ve lost the tactile feeling of having their 

hands on an instrument.83 
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The collaborative process that Underwood describes is not focused on the notes as part of 

a theoretical construct or on the definiteness of any one single outcome. There is clearly a 

foundation at work with the conscious choice of a chord progression, but the allowance is 

made for spontaneity and the unexpected by welcoming improvisational practices into the 

sphere of composition. Underwood also recognizes the increasing intellectualization of 

music composition and notes that the way Musical Elements operated was more organic, 

less focused on any one specific outcome or theory of harmony, and at least as interested 

in performance process as in compositional outcomes. Underwood elaborates, 

We all loved the mix. That it wasn’t straight heavily notated music. We were also 

playing music by international composers. The conductors Dan and Bob had a 

really broad knowledge of who was writing and they could pick really interesting 

music. For Dan and Bob the ensemble was a vehicle for them to develop their 

styles of conducting and composing. For the people playing in the ensemble it 

was about developing our chops. As far as the concerts we were putting on, 

Musical Elements played up in the Y for a number of years. The golden age of 

Musical Elements was the downtown Musical Elements. The audience we 

attracted and the venues we were playing in were loose enough that despite the 

fact it was notated it felt more experimental. It wasn’t presenting finished product. 

Well, they were finished products but it wasn’t presenting the same thing all of 

the time. [The] audience came and they didn’t know quite what they were going 

to hear, and they appreciated us for that.84 

 

It is clear from Underwood that even though the ensemble was well rehearsed there was a 

sense of uncertainty that permeated their concerts. Underwood also recognizes here that it 

was precisely this uncertainty that became one of the most endearing qualities of the 

group. And it is evident from these statements that this uncertainty speaks to a certain 

degree of variety in the ensemble’s programs. Therefore it seems appropriate to 
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investigate in more detail the ensemble’s willingness to explore different styles and how 

this factors into the overall midtown aesthetic and culture. 

Critical Responses to the Ensemble 

Musical Elements spent the majority of their first concert season presenting new 

music from different geographical regions. As James McElwaine explains, “we had a 

theater, we had very shortly after that players, we needed a marketing concept, [and] we 

needed a focus. And so it became, we’re going to do geographical focus in the first 

year…we did something like eight concerts, which was unheard of.”85 During that first 

concert season, in a series of themed programs, Musical Elements presented new music 

from England (January 16, 1978), the West Coast (February 20, 1978), Eastern Europe 

(March, 1978), Israel (April 16, 1978), Italy (May 1, 1978), the Northeast (May 29, 

1978), and new music from England & Japan (October 30, 1978). The first five months 

of concerts were put on for free and combined with the sheer number of performances 

was part of a concerted effort to “put Musical Elements on the map,” as Asia put it.86 The 

entire first concert series was performed at the Truck and Warehouse Theater. 

McElwaine comments, 

We had a 299 [capacity] house and we filled it, which was unheard of in modern 

chamber music …. We filled it by appealing to the underground crowd that gay 

theater attracted and that the Ridiculous Theater had made. They sort of put their 

support behind us …. One of the stipulations was that whatever theater company 
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the performance space had been sublet to, we had to play in their sets. How bad 

can it be? It wasn’t bad. It was magical.87 

 

The debut concert of Musical Elements featured new works of England, such as Paul 

Patterson’s Floating Music (1974), Peter Maxwell Davies’ Hymnos (1967), Bernard 

Rands’ Ballad 1 (1971), and David Bedford’s With 100 Kazoos (1971).  

In an article from 1978 entitled “England’s Avante-Garde Having a Jolly Good 

Time,” Mark Blechner, a reviewer for the Soho News Weekly, sheds light not just on the 

statement the ensemble had wished to make at their debut, but also on how the desire to 

erode polarized camp positions was evident from the very early days of the ensemble. Of 

the ensemble’s intent in programming these selections, Blechner has said that “the 

musical climate in England, at least as interpreted by American performers (Musical 

Elements), is apparently allowing native composers to turn out fresh, delightful music 

that is not limited by any dogma or school….[they] do not seem to be fighting battles. 

They seem to be enjoying themselves.”88 These remarks align with Asia’s attempts to 

move away from the divisive atmosphere that, in conjunction with the philosophies and 

influences of Weisberg, Crumb, and Druckman, had inspired the formation of this 

ensemble in the first place. These comments also help to explain Asia’s dislike of more 

orthodox ensembles like Wuorinen’s Speculum Musicog, and the New York New Music 

Ensemble of Robert Black and Jayn Rosenfeld, as well as the “post-Cagean experience” 
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he perceived as dominating downtown circles. To Asia, these influences had cultivated an 

unnecessarily “deadly seriousness” and promoted a divisive environment which had 

served to alienate composers, performers and audiences alike.89 According to Blechner, 

“Asia skillfully conducted the performers, mostly young and very talented, in a program 

that was balanced between seriousness and good humor.” 90 Blechner makes it quite clear 

that the concert had been successful in presenting a very different perspective from that 

of the prevailing trends. 

Regarding specific selections from this program, Blechner also adds some other 

insights concerning audience engagement. Of particular interest are his comments 

regarding Rands’ Ballad I, dedicated to Judy Garland, among others, which he called the 

“comic tour de force of the evening.”91 

Mary Feinsinger, the vocalist, came on stage in a sequined gown and started 

mugging and mouthing, silent and histrionic, into a dummy microphone. All of a 

sudden, she started to cough pathetically. Poor Judy! But while the audience was 

being caught up in sympathy, the chamber orchestra began to “cough” along with 

her (with bleeps from the brass for example) and the whole episode was 

hilariously transformed into [a] sort of experimental sound-piece.92 

 

Of this experience, Mary Feinsinger said,  

It was really quite fascinating … Rands had evidently been to the final 

performance of Judy Garland … He indicated with quasi notation … every single 

sonic event of the entire evening. This started with music but evidently Judy 

Garland had broken down in the middle of it and there was also notation saying 
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cough, cry, and sob. It was absolutely amazing … I love the piece. There was 

enough of it that was notated, but ultimately it was really quite complicated. It 

was not on the staff, a lot of the music. It seemed to me the task was then to make 

it seem as unscored and as unprepared as possible. Otherwise, what was the 

point? This was Judy Garland’s last public performance before she had a break 

down and died, so it was pretty emotionally charged.93  

 

The kind of audience engagement here is indicative of what Asia, in particular, was 

trying to accomplish with the ensemble. He wanted to be serious, but not off-putting. He 

wanted to offer the audience a way into the world of contemporary classical music, a way 

of making it more accessible.94 It is significant that this kind of sentiment is so strongly 

illustrated during the ensemble’s debut performance. Regarding Bedford’s With 100 

Kazoos, Blechner had added: 

More fun came with David Bedford’s [piece], 50 men and 50 women were given 

kazoos and they alternated with the musicians onstage in performing various 

“tasks,” such as following a score of dots and wavy lines, interpreting pictures or 

improvising freely….the work taught a valuable lesson. Aleatory music often 

seems chaotic and meaningless to the passive listener. But to judge its value 

fairly, there is nothing better than actually participating in the process. The 

experience is enlightening, even if the sound is not.95 

 

Considered with the previous statements from Feinsinger and Asia, and Blechner’s earlier 

remarks, it is apparent that Musical Elements integrated the populist and improvisational 

elements of a downtown sensibility into a continuing Western classical tradition. On the 

one hand the ensemble worked to make Rands’ piece seem as “unscored,” “unprepared,” 

and as improvised as possible while still dutifully following the score, and, on the other 
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to invite the audience into the aleatoric compositional process itself with Bedford’s. 

There is also the eclecticism of their selections to consider, which, in light of Blechner’s 

claims, shows the ensemble to be taking a stand against the orthodoxy represented by the 

very notion of schools of composition. Blechner’s remarks also demonstrate that critics 

seem to have been acutely aware of the present tensions in American contemporary 

classical music at the time and that the program offered by Musical Elements during the 

ensemble’s debut was not only a much needed commentary regarding the ongoing battles 

but also a welcome breath of fresh air. The debut was a definite statement reflecting not 

just aesthetic aims but political ones as well — an admonishment of the divisive camp-

driven environment and critical perspectives that had taken root by the time the ensemble 

hit the scene.  

Of significant import in the ensemble’s midtown platform is not so much the 

compositional methodology that the ensemble put forth, but rather the programming 

model that the ensemble would develop. During the February 20 concert — the second of 

its inaugural season — Musical Elements presented works of the West Coast, such as 

Morton Subotnick’s Ten (1964, revised 1977), Loren Rush’s Nexus (1965 ), William 

Bergsma Illegible Canons (1973), Barney Childs Jack’s New Bag (1973), Paul Chihara’s 

The Beauty of the Rose … (1977), and William Russell’s Three Dance Movements 

(1933).96 With the exception of Russell’s piece, each of these selections was 

contemporary. The general sense of how well this program went over with critics can be 
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gleaned from John Rockwell’s remarks. He described the concert as “enjoyable after 

one’s expectations were adjusted” and the ensemble as having presented “safer sorts of 

music” when compared to the likes of other West Coast composers, such as Cowell, 

Cage, Partch, and Terry Riley, and ultimately having come up with some “good 

pieces.”97 Rockwell’s more detailed remarks on the program selections show a decidedly 

mixed impression, at once extolling the works of Russell as “clever and coloristically 

interesting” and Bergsma as “witty and evocative,” while dismissing the works of 

Chihara as “dull” and “colorfully titled but colorless,” Rush as “plod[ing] rather grimly 

along” and “less interesting,” and Subotnik as “a bit innocuous and a bit silly.” Rockwell, 

however, was generally favorable toward the ensemble itself as a group of “generally 

excellent young performers.”98 What is clear, at least from Rockwell’s first review of the 

ensemble (he would have many more), is that they programmed in such a way that was 

unexpected, avoiding some better known composers by following a model of 

programming that was innovative for the time, focused as it was on presenting lesser 

known works in interesting combinations that were not at all indicative of the going 

status quo or the camp-driven divides of uptown or downtown sensibilities. This 

programming model extended the notions of diversity, novelty, and stylistic variety 

promoted by Weisberg, Crumb, and Druckman into the art of programming. For these 
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reasons it is also important to observe the ways in which the ensemble’s programming 

method was continually refined to better promote the core values of the midtown culture. 

Programs from the beginning of 1979 concert season branch out into more general 

explorations of style, as opposed to the geographical model of the inaugural season, such 

as the February 27 program “New Music & Jazz” (Elias Tanenbaum, Babbitt, Darius 

Milhaud, Barney Childs, Asia), the April 23 program “New and Not-so-New Music” 

(Manuel de Falla, Lawrence Widdoes, Louis Cahuzac, Toru Takemitsu, Stravinsky, 

Heitor Villa-Lobos, Maurice Ravel), and the June 4 program “New Music of America — 

the 1970s” (William Hellermann, Beaser, Jan Swofford).99 These programs demonstrate a 

great diversity of style, featuring Babbitt’s serial All-set (1957), Milhaud’s jazz-inflected 

La Creation du Monde (1923), the neoclassical Duo Concertant of Stravinsky (1932), the 

coloristic Stanza I of Takemitsu (1969), and the neo-romantic Shadow and Light of 

Beaser himself, to name a few. 

Late into the 1979 concert season the programming of the ensemble began to shift 

somewhat. As Asia said, “We moved into playing music by our peers. You can only have 

a tag for so long. It was a question [ultimately] of taste — knowing who you think are 

really good composers who you know have something to say.”100 Statements like this 

suggest that as Musical Elements progressed it became more focused on presenting a 
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clear vision of a midtown aesthetic that would promote like-minded composers who were 

open to a diversity of styles. As Asia elaborates, 

You seek out friends because you know you like what they do and then you go to 

their friends and put out calls for scores. You keep your ears open for interesting 

things like Aaron Jay Kernis, David Lang, Julia Wolfe — always the next up-and-

coming “thing”. Incorporate the up and coming artists was the aim, and expanding 

to finding people around the country. Once people realize you’re interested in 

new music, composers find you.101 

 

By October of 1979 the ensemble had moved out of the Truck and Warehouse Theater 

and began regularly performing at Carnegie Recital Hall. Gone now were the general 

style-based or geographic-based programming themes, but what remained was the desire 

to design interesting and varied programs that retained a sense of drama.102 

From the last concert of 1979 onward, programs begin to hinge on an increasing 

number of premieres, such as those of Asia’s Sand II (Oct. 8, 1979), Martin Bresnick’s 

We’re Weaving, We’re Weaving (June 2, 1980), Nicholas Thorne’s From the Dying Earth 

(Nov. 2, 1980), Peter Golub’s Dream Alone: Six Songs (Feb. 9, 1981), Jan Radzynski’s 

The Face Cut by the Whip, and Monroe Cooper’s Over the River Country (April 12, 

1982);the list goes on.103 There was also a concerted effort to bring regional premieres to 

New York audiences over the same period, including those of Lukas Foss’s Brass Quintet 

(Feb. 11, 1980), and in a single concert at the Abraham Goodman House on January 28, 

1982, Chevalier de Saint-Geoges Violin Concerto in A, Adrzej Panufnik’s Autumn Music, 
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Luciano Berio’s Points on a Curve to Find, and Arnold Franchetti’s I Setti Pssatti della 

Luna.104 There was also nearly an entire concert dedicated to showcasing the works of 

Takemitsu, featuring Eucalyptus II, a second Musical Elements performance of Stanza I 

and, more to the point, the New York Premieres of Rain Tree and Rainspell on January 

12, 1984 — one of only two concerts the ensemble would hold that year as members of 

the ensemble had begun pursuing increasingly more individualized professional goals.105 

The ensemble also commissioned new works, such as Andrew Thomas’s neoromantic 

and ghostly In Memoriam (Nov. 1, 1982), Ira Taxin’s Remembrances, a tribute to mid-

century film scores, Aaron Jay Kernis’ stylistically diverse American Day Dreams 

(March 27, 1984), Neil Rolnick’s modal, motoric, and electronic A la mode (Jan. 9, 

1985), and Robert Ashleys’ intoned aria Odalisque (March 27, 1985), among others.106 

Of course, these are by no means and exhaustive lists, but it is evident that throughout all 

of these programs the focus was on a diversity of style. 

The ensemble would never be quite as prolific as they had been during their first 

year. Where the first concert season of 1978 featured no less than ten concerts, 1979 had 

six, 1980 only three and from there on forward between two and five until 1987. The 

largest concert seasons after 1979 were 1985, which saw the ensemble performing 

primarily out of Copper Union Great Hall, and 1986. Between 1987 and 1990 the 
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ensemble only held one or two concerts per year.107 The impression garnered through 

interviews with the ensemble members is that the decline in concert number is reflective 

of the diverging professional endeavors of the ensemble members in the form of 

academic appointments, composition projects, and performance opportunities. Moreover, 

the growing focus on regional and world premieres, as well as commissions, is indicative 

of the rising prestige and financial resources garnered by the professional successes of the 

ensemble and its members. 

To generally cover this mid to late period, a small number of reviews have been 

selected. In a review of a Musical Elements performance at Abraham Goodman House on 

January 28, 1982, John Rockwell extolled the ensemble as “one of New York’s worthier 

new-music groups” but at the same time admonishes the evening’s program as, “an 

awkward, overextended grab-bag.”108 Though Rockwell is decidedly more favorable in 

later reviews, the issue of variety as a weakness is also raised by the reviews of Allen 

Hughes. Hughes’ comments regarding Kernis’ America Day Dreams are less than 

favorable. In the New York Times, Hughes stated the following regarding this work: 

“Here is a mixed bag for sure…this is variety run rampant, and the listener ends up with 

no clear notion of either…poetry or the extent of Mr. Kernis’ creative talent, which may 

be considerable.”109 Hughes makes reference here to the variety of ways the poems are 

set to music in the work, one unaccompanied, one with sparse accompaniment, one in a 
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pop-song style with microphone, and others with more conventional accompaniment. 

Variety, for good or ill, is definitively identified by Rockwell and Hughes one of the 

salient features of the programs of Musical Elements and the compositions featured on 

those programs. 

Tim Page’s review of a Musical Elements’ performance at Cooper Union on 

November 1, 1982, which featured regional or world premieres of Kurt Schwertsik’s 

Twilight Music…, Robert Beaser’s Seven Deadly Sins, and Andrew Thomas’ 

commissioned In Memoriam, helps to advance our discussion of variety by further 

demonstrating the breadth and scope of the influences upon which the ensemble draws: 

Musical Elements opened its generally praiseworthy concert…with a misfire. This 

was “Anaktoria” a blasting tedious work by Iannis Xenakis…full of squeals, 

crashes, and lengthy rests — all undoubtedly proving some very important theory, 

and monumentally unmusical. But things improved with Kurt Schwertsik’s 

“Twilight Music,” a rarefied work…its language tonal, its instrumental textures 

spare, with general overtones of minimalism….The major piece of the evening 

was Jacob Druckman’s “Animus IV,” scored for electronic keyboards, violin, 

trombone, tape, tenor and piano … close to the conclusion … the instruments and 

electronics distort and collapse into an angry hissing; the tenor abandons lyrics 

and resorts to syllables and groans. This conjuration of a musical entropy is 

chaotic … but also haunting and compelling.110 

 

Page’s remarks show further evidence that variety was both a weakness and a strength. 

And he would just two years later describe Musical Elements as presenting “some of the 

most varied and rewarding programs in New York.”111 Page also reaffirms the diversity 
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of Musical Elements programs in this review by citing the presentation of challenging 

modernist works alongside others featuring minimalism and electronics. 

These discussions regarding variety raise the question of whether or not the 

ensemble can be said to have any one true aesthetic, especially if it was open to such a 

variety of styles and influences. To understand whether the midtown culture the ensemble 

promoted represents a discrete compositional method and aesthetic, or if it is better 

described as a mixed aesthetic sensibility, it is now prudent to turn to pieces that can be 

thought of as representative of the ensemble. The works of Takemitsu, a frequently 

featured composer, and those of Beaser and Asia, the music directors for the ensemble, 

will become the vehicle for identifying elements of what Beaser and Asia might consider 

the ideal artistic and aesthetic presentation of the midtown culture. Takemitsu’s Rain 

Spell, Asia’s Pines Songs, and Beaser’s Songs from the Occasions have been chosen 

because they were specifically cited by ensemble members during interviews as being 

indicative of the ensemble’s matured artistic presentation. Additionally, Beaser’s and 

Asia’s pieces received multiple performances by the ensemble. Takemitsu’s Rain Spell 

was selected in place of other featured works because recordings and reviews were 

available and because the piece calls for a somewhat large and diverse ensemble. 

Musical Analysis 

In order to best distinguish Musical Elements from contemporary uptown new 

music ensembles, Wuorinen’s Speculum Speculi, which was premiered by Speculum 

Musicae, is used as a point of comparison with Asia’s Pines Songs. In addition to Pines 

Songs, Beaser’s Songs from the Occasions and Takemitsu’s Rain Spell will be used to 
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discern how the ensemble cultivated an aesthetic that was more accessible than their 

contemporaries, synthesized various compositional approaches, maintained a focus on 

virtuosic performance, and engaged with the Western art music tradition. 

Louis Karchin’s analysis of Wuorinen’s Speculum Speculi will be used to 

illustrate the serial, atonal, and modernist emphasis of an uptown contemporary 

performance group. The work described here is presumed to be representative of 

Speculum Musicae’s repertoire during the period in question based on interview 

concordances and the fact the ensemble is perhaps best known for championing the 

works of Elliott Carter and Wuorinen himself, both noted high modernists.112 Wuorinen’s 

piece operates on several structural levels according to the concept of pitch centricity, 

which Karchin defines as “the use of one pitch to anchor those around it.”113 Karchin 

goes on to describe the greater structure of the work as follows: 

The basic musical material of the work is presented in its first 144 measures; three 

transformations of this material follow. Since each of the transformations repeats 

all the material of the first 144 measures, each contains cadences similar to those 

of [the first section]. Several types of operations are employed in the generation of 

each transformation; these operations serve to vary, but never to obscure, the 

pitch-centric emphasis of each [section].114 

 

The compositional model described above allows the primary set of the composition 

[D,C-sharp, D-sharp, E, C, F, F-sharp, B, G, A-flat, B-flat, A] to be transformed via 
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transposition (one level per section), rhythmic acceleration, and the parsing and 

recombination of elements from the opening section to emphasize D as the work’s overall 

pitch center.115 This emphasis is achieved through cadences that fall on down beats and 

resolve from dissonance to include stable tonal relations predicated by fifth relations 

(mm. 35-37, 77-78) as well as a one-to-one matching of the primary set’s ordered pitch 

class interval equivalents to note duration.116 Though the structural model eventually 

accelerates the durational emphasis to the point of collapse, great care is taken to 

maintain cadential emphasis in each section of the composition.117 Ultimately, Wuorinen 

creates a 4-part structural model that begins with local pitch center D and moves via 

transpositions of the row to F-sharp, back to D, to B-flat, and finally back to D again in 

the coda.118 Since the pitch D is precisely between F-sharp and B-flat and F-sharp and B-

flat are precisely a major third away from D, D functions as the pitch center of the work 

via the vehicle of pitch-centric symmetry.119 Despite the apparent tonal superstructure of 

this design and the intent of Wuorinen, who claimed the use of pitch centers within a 

serial work was aimed at “bringing back an aspect of tonality which may have been 

abandoned unnecessarily,” the superstructure of this piece is little more than the 
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approximation of a tonal framework — which is to say that Wuorinen’s work is governed 

by serial precepts and is therefore strictly serial in nature, not neo-tonal, and not targeted 

at the presentation of a functional harmony.120 Though Schoenberg has said that “it 

seemed in the first stages of composing with serial techniques immensely important to 

avoid a similarity with tonality,” he seems to have implied that the development of serial 

music might one day accommodate more tonal elements.121 Nevertheless, the means by 

which this work adopts these elements is as far removed from tonality as possible. 

Karchin’s ultimately evaluated the work as follows: 

Speculum Speculi is not only composed in a virtuosic manner; it makes demands 

upon its performers as well. The asymmetries and complexities of surface begin 

to appear more meaningful after one has linked particular areas throughout the 

work. The details are seen to be interconnected by relationships, and these, in 

turn, reveal and accentuate the structure of a thoughtful, dramatic composition.122 

 

It is clear from the score that virtuosity on the part of the performer is definitively 

required, though one should not go so far as to call the compositional procedure virtuosic 

as Karchin does. It is fairer to say that it is ingenious in its planning and in execution. 

What is evident is that the kind of virtuosic performance necessitated in this piece is 

exactly the kind McElwaine has described as “so many notes per square inch” — more 

about playing the right pitches and keeping up with the demands of the tempo than about 

the spontaneity of performance or the interplay between performers or performer and 
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audience. One should not forget, however, that Musical Elements would sometimes 

include pieces like this in their programs, such as Babbitt’s All-set (1957), as previously 

discussed, as well as Carter’s Cannon for 4 (1984) and Eight Etudes and a Fantasy 

(1950). 

The manner in which serialism is handled in Wuorinen’s piece is particularly 

useful to compare against the extended tonality of Asia’s Pines Songs. This piece is 

governed throughout by tonal implications rather than momentary cadential suggestions, 

hidden architectures, and the not-so-perceptible transposition of tone rows by major third. 

Asia’s Pines Songs is a setting of five poems from the American Jewish writer Paul 

Pines, a longtime creative collaborator of Asia. Asia has set numerous works of Pines in 

addition to those set in Pines Songs I & II, such as in his compositions Songs from the 

Page of Swords, Breath in a Ram’s Horn and Purer than Purest Pure.123 Pines Songs 

would later appear alongside Breath in a Ram’s Horn for a 2002 CD release, named for 

the latter. Here Pines Songs is given a contextual presentation alongside Breath of the 

Ram’s Horn, which represents a sacred reflection on family and Judaism, with Pines 

Songs becoming a rumination upon what Asia has called “man’s uneasy place in the 

universe” and what Alexander Tentser described as grappling with the “humanly profane 

side of life.”124 
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Pines Songs, written originally for piano and voice in 1983, was given its U.S. 

premiere by Musical Elements on November 29, 1988, this time arranged for piano, 

voice, and woodwind quintet. The primary difference between these two versions is that 

the latter includes two purely instrumental interludes dubbed Fantasy #1 and Fantasy #2, 

which fall between the second and third, and fourth and fifth, poems, respectively. Terry 

Teachout spoke to the importance of this piece and the pairing with Breath on a Ram’s 

Horn when he commented that “American classical music has finally taken a sharp turn 

for the better — back towards tonality, accessibility and immediacy.” There is much in 

this statement that resonates with the philosophy of aesthetics as it has thus far been 

discussed regarding Musical Elements and indeed midtown itself. The challenge is to 

determine how Pines Songs is more tonal, more accessible, and more immediate, and in 

what ways it engages with Western art music and the modernist avant-garde while 

accomplishing all of this.  

 “White Pillars,” the first of the poems in Pines Songs, is short and evocative, and 

among its lines are the following: 

I’m at the counter 

perusing a menu 

I can’t read. 

By the time I put it down 

the blind man next to me  

has cut his pancakes 

into perfect squares 

 

In this first setting of text to music the mostly disjunct melodies of Asia’s generally 

syllabic vocal lines are well suited to the frequent use of enjambment in the poem. Each 

line of text receives a different melodic and rhythmic treatment and all of this serves to 
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create a lack of balance between musical phrases. This helps to emphasize the broken 

flow and uneven syllabic distribution of the poem. The only melismatic setting of text 

occurs in m. 14 over the text “on it,” the shortest line of the poem. A melisma here serves 

to further accentuate rhythmic inconsistencies and the lack of balance. The 

accompaniment is almost exactly rhythmically in sync with the melodic lines, with two 

exceptions. The accompaniment operates on two different occasions via diminution to 

increase overall rhythmic activity. The first instance occurs over the text “the hour is 

half-past his face” in measures 16-20 (ex. 1), which is unusual imagery, even in the 

context of the poem, and made all the more unusual by the increasing rhythmic drive of 

the accompaniment. The second instance occurs in measures 34-39 (ex. 2), over the text 

“I at the counter perusing a menu.” These two deviations from strict rhythmic 

synchronicity are used to bring the listener into and out of a purely instrumental aside of 

about eighteen measures that coincides with the end of the first stanza and the beginning 

of the second. Nevertheless, despite these two deviations it can be generally asserted that 

the poem, which preexisted the composition, had a powerful role in suggesting the 

rhythmic qualities of the music. 
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Example 1. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “White Pillars,” mm. 16–20 

Example 2. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “White Pillars,” mm. 34-39 
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Moving on to considerations of tonal implications, it is appropriate to turn now to 

the actual pitch content. The first two measures of the “White Pillars” include a 

vacillation between E-flat and A in both the treble and the bass, establishing the tritone 

relationship between these notes, and the use of tritones in general as a relationship of 

import throughout the work (see ex. 3 and ex. 4).125 

                                                           
125. Daniel Asia, interview by author, November 13, 2016. 

Example 3. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “White Pillars,” mm. 1-2 

Example 4. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “White Pillars,” m. 52-53 
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Given the overall structural presence of E-flat due to frequent insinuations of the fifth 

relation E-flat to B-flat either in vertical harmony or melodic cross-relation and its 

doubling in both the opening and final chords of the piece, it seems that in light of the 

opening measures A should function as part of an extended tonality and should conjure 

for us E-flat just as strongly as B-flat. This functional implication is most evident in the 

pedal point of measures 8-11 (see ex. 5) and in measures 50-53 where the soprano 

sustains a high A to usher in a final affirmation of E-flat as tonal center (see ex. 4, vocal 

line). 

 

The entrance of the vocal line in m. 8 helps to further solidify E-flat as the tonal 

center of the work. Here, the soprano begins with leap of a fifth from E-flat to B-flat over 

a doubled E-flat pedal point in the bass and a D, E-flat, B-flat pedal point in the treble 

(see ex. 5). Though other notes are soon interjected into this formulation, the fifth relation 

to B-flat and the leading tone relation to D help to anchor E-flat. The fifth relation 

between E-flat and B-flat occurs vertically at several other points throughout the piece 

Example 5. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “White Pillars,” mm. 8-11 
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grounding E-flat as the tonic in measures 9, 13, 17, 18 and 43, with D returning in the 

final chord of the piece in m. 53 alongside a collection of stacked thirds (refer again to 

ex. 4). There are also other statements of E-flat that function in interesting ways to 

reaffirm it as the central pitch. In measures 30, 31, 32 and 35 a sonority including D-flat, 

E-flat, G-flat, and A-flat is prominently featured in the bass. This is a four-note stacked 

fourth chord (easily heard as a jazz idiom) whose root is E-flat and which appears in 

second inversion.
126 In measure 31, this sonority serves as a pedal point under a different 

sonority, C, D, F, and G. This is another set of stacked fourths in second inversion whose 

root is D, which as the leading tone to E-flat serves to strengthen the tonal implications to 

E-flat (see ex. 6). In measure 35, tonal implications to E-flat are instead strengthened by 

the addition of A in the bass, the same tritone relationship from the opening, and B-flat in 

the treble (see ex. 6). 

 

                                                           
126. Daniel Asia, interview by author, November 13, 2016. 

Example 6. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “White Pillars,” m. 31 and m. 35 
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What is evident in this first setting is a very loose but objectively explainable extension 

of tonality to effect a tonal center around E-flat. The manner in which this pitch center is 

established is quite different from how this was achieved in Wuorinen’s piece, but it 

should also be noted that the examples listed here are not comprehensive and there are 

also movements into other related tonal areas via similar devices. 

The second setting, “I’ll Never Understand,” by contrast, is most notable in this 

context for its treatment of motives. Our discussion will begin by focusing on the 

recurring instrumental motive of the setting. This motive initially occurs in measures 1-4, 

as shown in example 7, and reoccurs with slight variations in measures 18-21 and 

measures 74-76. 

Example 7. Daniel Asia, Pine Songs, “I’ll Never Understand,” mm. 1-4. 
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Though this motive is not necessarily the underpinning for the entire setting, it is this 

recurring material that creates a sense of unity. Each time this motive recurs it outlines a 

harmonic motion from G, to F, to E-flat and finally to C-sharp. Other areas of the 

harmony are governed mostly by sets, such as collections of [016] compounded and 

stacked in various ways (see ex. 8). The result is that collections and sonorities often 

include semitone cross-relations as one of their most defining aural features. Because this 

is one of the perhaps most generally atonal settings, it seems significant that Asia 

includes a recognizable motive to delineate, pace, and add coherence to the music. It is 

yet another way that the composer invites his audience into challenging territory. 

Example 8. Daniel Asia, “I’ll Never Understand,” mm. 5-7. 

 

Aside from techniques previously discussed, the third setting, “A little girl,” 

includes some clear examples of word painting that add another stylistic element into the 

mix, a decidedly Baroque or neo-romantic gesture. These are not the only examples of 
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word painting in the Pines Songs as a whole, but they are perhaps the most clear (ex. 9, 

with treble clef omitted). The full line of text of this opening section reads, “A little girl 

in a red dress…falls down in dandelions. Laughing at her own clumsiness.” In measures 

5-6 there is a descending minor ninth and the choice of this interval is significant. To 

have used an octave in its place would have created a more stable impression, of falling 

but still landing solidly. The use of the minor ninth conjures the image of a child falling 

or plopping to the ground. 

 

Measures 9-10 conjure a similarly innocent image where the child, in delight, laughs out 

loud at her own clumsiness. The setting of “laughing” in preceding measures is arguably 

word painted somewhat, but it is much more clear with the setting of the word 

“clumsiness.” Here the impression of stumbling back to one’s feet is established by the 

semitone opening and the uneven ascending intervals of a minor third, a major fourth, 

and finally a tritone to land on C; the growth of each interval by a single semitone 

suggests something of uneven development. It is then as if the child tries to maintain 

balance, staggering forward on tippy toes, until collapsing to stability on A-flat. The 

passage is evocative of clumsiness also because there are no repeated notes and there is 

no apparent tonal center to the melodic phrase. This third setting in its entirety is just as 

Example 9. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “A little girl,” mm. 5-6 and mm. 9-10 
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aurally challenging as the others, and yet the use of word painting allows even a lay 

audience some kind of frame of reference. It is an invitation that speaks to Asia’s 

willingness to challenge his audience while at the same time taking efforts to ensure 

listeners are not left behind. 

The fourth setting, entitled “Dear Frank,” presents a somewhat novel though not 

unrelated approach to Asia’s use of extended tonality thus far discussed. Once again, the 

tritone is an important interval that creates continuity and a vehicle for the movement 

away from a tonal center and back again. What is perhaps most striking in this movement 

is the use of many major triads, but not in a way that makes the piece easily digestible. 

The linchpin of these piece is essentially the vacillation between different major triad 

chords that not only include a tritone, but that are also often related by tritone.127 This 

choice creates an overtly jarring effect that is well suited to the text which reads, rather 

enigmatically, “Dear Frank. Did I ever tell you about my discovery? The milky way is a 

restaurant full of Mexicans.” Examples 10 and 11 show how the opening and closing 

measures establish D major as the point of departure and of return. The opening D major 

and vacillation to A-flat and back again in the first four measures is significant. 

Presumably, in the context of Asia’s harmonic vernacular the tritone should now 

reinforce for us the pitch D and a chord built on the tritone should do the same — it is 

almost as if these first four measure had a harmonic motion of I-V-I-V instead. In 

actuality, it may be difficult to hear such a strong implication in the use of a tritone 

                                                           
127. Daniel Asia, interview by author, November 13, 2016. 
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relationship, but through Asia’s continual use of that interval impacts of enculturation 

and habituation are certainly possible. Between examples 10 and 11 the piece moves 

away from the D major A-flat major pair to chord pairings such as C major and F-sharp 

major, and E-flat major and A major. These pairs are also related by a tritone. 

 

Example 10. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “Dear Frank,” mm. 1-6 

Example 11. Daniel Asia, Pines Songs, “Dear Frank,” mm. 22-24 
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Though it may be difficult to reconcile these chords into a coherent harmonic narrative 

for the listener or for the analyst, what is clear is that the composer envisioned these 

chords as functioning as establishing a tonal center on D and then moving away from D 

and back again. Even for the potentially unsure listener, the opening and the closing 

would firmly ground D major as the home chord of this setting. 

Though the fifth setting shifts somewhat toward octatonicism, the work overall is 

an excellent example of an innovative application of extended tonality.128 The examples 

here discussed by no means represent a full or complete analysis of the work but serve to 

demonstrate that even though this piece is challenging and reminiscent of a serial or 

atonal work in its aural quality, it is replete with tonal implications or other more 

accessible means with which to engage the listener. Namely, the frequent use of word 

painting, the motivic treatment of memorable motives, and the incorporation of jazz 

idioms all work together to provide this very challenging work a greater accessibility. As 

a lay person might say, the piece is somehow suggestive, evocative, and open in ways 

that Wuorinen’s was not — never mind that the inclusion of a vocal line and a text alone 

would immediately add to all of these impressions. 

Beaser’s Songs from the Occasions, scored for tenor, flute, clarinet, horn, violin, 

viola, violoncello, and piano, is decidedly more tonal and more overtly romantic in its 

sensibilities. The work, composed in 1985, is a setting of six poems by Italian poet 

Eugenio Montale, the first and last of which appear in English and the rest in Italian. The 

                                                           
128. Daniel Asia, interview by author, November 13, 2016. 
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work was originally commissioned by the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.129 Songs from 

the Occasions was also performed the very next year by Musical Elements on November 

4 and again some years later on February 25, 1990, alongside Asia’s Pines Songs.130 Of 

the 1990 performance, Willa Conrad, writing on February 26 for The Evening Sun, 

commented: 

Beaser’s Songs from the Occasions … was a stunning dramatic work … that 

required no explaining on the part of the composer. This was art song at its best 

and most potent …. Beaser uses the orchestra in a rather traditional way — for 

support of the vocal line and dramatic emphasis of the text — within an almost 

modal harmonic syntax.131  

 

This idea of modal harmonies will be touched on in the analysis to come but the 

comments of Stephen Wigler regarding this same performance help to sharpen the image 

of this works’ reception as well as how Asia’s fared alongside it: 

Beaser has caught the dramatic, passionate and lyric verse of Montale just about 

perfectly. This listener cannot think of any song cycle since those of Shostakovich 

that has affected him so powerfully. The music moves elegantly from the 

plaintive to the playful, with coloristic effects and emotional generosity that 

seemed extraordinary…. Asia’s “Pines Songs”…was less dramatic and less 

romantic than that of Beaser. But this composer’s spikier sparer idiom was 

perfectly suited to the poem’s self-conscious wit and whimsy.132 

 

                                                           
129. “Songs from the Occasions,” Schott Music, accessed November 16, 2016,       

https://en.schott-music.com/shop/songs-from-the-occasions-1.html.  

130. Gina Genova, “Concert listings 1978 to 1990 — Musical Elements Ensemble.” 

131. Willa J. Conrad, “Refreshing Concert also Solid Musically,” Evening Sun, February 26, 

1990. 

132. Stephen Wigler, “New Works Convey Beauty and Power,” Sun, February 26, 1990. 
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What is clear from these reviews is how vastly different these works are in terms of their 

inspiration and in their harmonic language. Where Beaser’s is described as “modal,” 

“traditional,” and “romantic,” Asia’s, as already demonstrated, is much “spikier” in its 

pitch content and marked by a particular “wit” and “whimsy” that emphasizes the “self-

conscious” nature of the poetry. Conrad added that Pines Songs was a “lighter, more 

humorous collection of poems in which comical emphasis of words is offset by playful, 

coloristic instrumental writing.”133 Nevertheless, despite the vastly different deployment 

of techniques in these works they were both generally well received and helped create 

what has been described as a “balanced” program.134 

Despite the fact that dissonance in Beaser’s piece is used primarily for expressive 

purposes and to serve the meaning of the text, rather than as a means to accentuate the 

oddity of the source material, Songs from the Occasions is pervaded by a deep sense of 

tonal ambiguity. Even the relative tameness of the fourth movement also achieves this 

effect. Also, though the text throughout the work is set largely according to lyrical 

considerations, this, too, is most evident in the fourth movement. For these reasons the 

analysis to follow will be limited to a discussion of the fourth movement of Beaser’s 

work. See example 12 from the fourth movement’s vocal line in measures 3-10; here we 

see a very lyrical melody that starts and ends on C, moves largely by step or skip, and 

                                                           
133. Conrad, “Refreshing Concert also Solid Musically.”  

134. Ibid. 
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includes leaps which are quite manageable.

 

The accompaniment in this piece is often less dense than Pines Songs, and is at 

times almost minimalistic in its construction due to the frequent use of ostinati in the 

piano and in other instruments (see ex. 13). Treatments like these are a recurring textural 

element of the work as a whole and sometimes involve more elaborate patterns or 

oscillations that are presented in musical sequence. This example also shows how this 

work can be interpreted to possess a modal harmonic structure; however, in order to do so 

the various tonal ambiguities inherent to the way this piece is put together must be 

addressed. The key signature, if there was one, presumably would indicate F major; 

however almost the entire piece has been notated in C to allow for said tonal ambiguities 

— the only exception occurs in movement five, where the key signature of the second 

half of that movement calls for D-flat. The harmonies in this example are suggestive of F 

major, G minor, and also the A Phrygian mode. It is only by following the vocal arch that 

one can settle on labeling it A Phrygian. 

Example 12. Robert Beaser, Songs from the Occasions, “Il ramarro, se scocca,” mm. 3-10 
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Example 13. Robert Beaser, Songs from the Occasions, “Il ramarro, se scocca,” mm. 

23-28 
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The patterned accompaniment also suggests that the presentation of the text and vocal 

melody should take primary consideration and that the accompaniment is acting in 

support of vocal developments. Considering the vocal lines as primary provides us an 

interesting harmonic motion for the piece beginning in C Lydian mode from measures 1-

21, shifting to A Phrygian in measures 25-35, back to C Lydian in measures 36-47, back 

to A Phrygian briefly in measures 49-51, on to E Aeolian in measures 60-65, and finally 

F major in measures 67-70. It should be noted; however, that the piece ends with tonal 

ambiguity and harmonic values throughout tend to obfuscate identification with any 

single mode at any given time. Nevertheless, the relative dearth of accidentals in the 

fourth movement and of semitone cross-relations, at least, in the remainder of the work 

tend to create a more consonant harmonic landscape than that of Asia’s Pines Songs. 

Takemitsu’s Rain Spell is an intriguing piece scored for flute and alto flute, B-flat 

clarinet, harp, and a vibraphone. This piece is arranged into four parts of relatively the 

same length, part 1 includes sections A and B, part 2 sections C, D and E, part 3 sections 

F, G, H and I, part 4 sections J, K, L, M, and N (because of a lack of measures each 

section has been labeled by rehearsal number). Generally, each part in this construction is 

separated by a momentary silence whereas the sections within parts flow fluidly into one 

another — the only possible exception occurs in part 3 where sections F-G and H-I are 

separated by a fermata and each instrument is allowed to ring out until it dies away.  

The scoring throughout, as Jeong Woo Jin described in his dissertation on the 

recent works of Takemitsu, is notated in “non-metric, spatial, proportional notation 
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[which] provides an improvisational, free impressionistic, sonority and texture.”135 In 

general, the freedom and unpredictable rhythms of this piece may conjure for us a kind of 

“transcendental meditation,” but it should also be noted that these same features put a 

great deal of responsibility into the performers’ hands.136 Upon review of a recording of 

this work by Musical Elements from a concert on January 14 of 1984, the performers 

show great facility and care ensuring that the important gestures of each instrument are 

brought to the surface and that the players fall amicably into supporting roles when 

appropriate.137 Tim Page, for one, described this particular performance as being 

“generally at a high level” and added that Takemitsu’s works are “stamped by a 

remarkable sense of tonal color; indeed, they sometimes seem more an attractive series of 

shimmers, rattles, and exotic instrumental effects rather than fully realized 

compositions.”138 Leaving behind Page’s apparent questioning of the merits of 

Takemitsu’s music, it will be helpful to briefly discuss the rhythmic qualities of this work 

before turning finally to the issues of tonality and texture. 

                                                           
135. Jeong Woo Jin, “Comparative Analysis of Takemitsu’s Recent Works Rain Tree and Rain 

Spell and Ta-ryung (Lamentation): An Original Piece for Chamber Orchestra” (PhD diss., University of 

California, 1987), 22, accessed November 13, 2016, 

http://ezproxy.library.arizona.edu/login?url=http://search.proquest.com.ezproxy2.library.arizona.edu/docvie

w/303540629?accountid=8360. 

136. Ibid., 22. 

137. Toru Takemitsu, Rain Spell, recorded by Musical Elements, conducted by Daniel Asia, 

January 14, 1984, Schott Japan, 1011, 1983. 

138. Page, “Music: Chamber Group.”  
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Rhythmic gestures and rapid ornamentations are very important elements of this 

work. As Jin describes, “Rather than giving a sudden punctuation to a certain note or 

chord, the ornamentation gradually, but very rapidly approaches the note or chord.”139 

Additionally, the rhythmic phrase structure allows for the free movement of chords, 

which can then be said to merge at points of frequent rhythmic pulsation. The end result 

is to create an alteration between moments of rhythmic freedom and stability.140 

With regard to tonality the piece can be said to resonate rather well with the 

extended tonality of Asia’s Pines Songs, though the manner of its execution does result in 

a vastly different effect. Chords are constructed frequently by layering thirds, fourths, or 

fifths on top of a major/minor second— the tritone is also present either within chords 

themselves or between the instruments.141 Take for example the opening gestures of 

section A, featured in example 14. Here the piano begins with B, C, and F-sharp, which is 

then followed by an emphatic C-sharp to F motion in the harp; here there exists a tritone 

between F-sharp and C in the opening chord and another between the piano’s B and the 

harp’s F. The next piano chord is E-flat, A, and B-flat; here there is another internal 

tritone between E-flat and A. Also, the enharmonic whole step between C-sharp in the 

harp and E-flat in the piano’s second chord draws attention to the fact that Takemitsu 

frequently uses enharmonic spellings throughout to obscure intervallic and especially 

triadic relationships. As an example, refer again to example 14, which also shows the 

                                                           
139. Jin, “Comparative analysis,” 23. 

140. Ibid., 23-24. 

141. Ibid., 25. 
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final chord of the piece. The notes of this chord are E-flat, G-sharp, F-sharp, and B. 

Enharmonically this can be rewritten either as E-flat, A-flat, G-flat and C-flat, which is 

an A-flat minor seventh chord in second inversion, or as D-sharp, G-sharp, F-sharp, and 

B, which is a B major chord with an added sixth.142 The enharmonic spelling and 

staggered presentation of the chord, however, allows Takemitsu to create cadential 

closure on E-flat. 

  

The piece can be briefly summarized as being unified by tritone relationships 

operating within chords, between different instruments, or between the cadential pitches 

of different instruments, and working to imply “gravity” on certain notes at certain times; 

D in section A, E-flat in section B, C in section L, E-flat in section M, and E-flat once 

                                                           
142. Ibid., 33. 

Example 14. Toru Takemitsu, Rain Spell, Beginning and Conclusion, pages 2 and 15 
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more in N, the final section of the piece.143 What can also be added is that the piece 

achieves a more meditative quality than Asia’s as semitone cross-relations are usually not 

simultaneous and triadic harmonies, though usually spelled enharmonically, often 

staggered in presentation, and interrupted by the addition of two- or three-note clusters or 

tritones, are fairly common.144  

For our purposes here and to round out our discussion of Rain Spell, Jin’s 

summation will serve us well. For Jin, the defining feature of this work is:  

The all-important role of texture [which] contributes to the sectional nature of the 

largescale form, which is defined by the use of silence, and by timbral 

exploitation, the shape of textures is formulated by the various elements, such as 

tempo, rhythm, articulation, dynamic and register. The relationship between the 

density and texture, and the pitch organization maintain musical interest.145 

 

A final textural example will allow us to draw at least one objective comparison to 

Beaser’s piece. Example 15 shows an excerpt from section D of Rain Spell, the only 

section where Takemitsu deploys a decidedly minimalistic approach to texture. It is 

evident that Takemitsu’s treatment of tonal color has some similarities to Asia’s use of 

extended tonality, particular in their use of tritone relationships to create continuity and 

structure. Beaser, too, is innovative in his deployment of harmony but his means of 

innovation are fundamentally different from both Asia and Takemitsu. It is also clear that 

Takemitsu’s evocative sensibilities have some kinship with those of Beaser, and that both 

freely explore minimalist constructions when it serves their aims. Nevertheless, despite 

                                                           
143. Ibid., 26-33. 

144. Ibid., 32. 

145. Ibid., 35. 
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these similarities the notable differences between each piece make it rather difficult to 

identify one clear model or style for Musical Elements or for the midtown culture as a 

whole — in other words, there are similarities between works but no clear universals.  

 

Whether midtown culture had a direct, lasting impact on 21st-century 

composition remains to be seen, but stylistic eclecticism is certainly an important 

component of more recent composition. 

  

Example 15. Rain Spell, After Rehearsal D, page 6 
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Legacy 

With regard to the immediate impact of the ensemble and their advancement of a 

midtown culture on their contemporary classical music environment, one need look no 

further than Druckman’s Horizons Festivals that took place between 1982 and 1986 and 

how the programs for these festivals were modeled after Musical Elements’ programming 

method. According to Beaser, Druckman’s Horizons festivals with the New York 

Philharmonic, as their composer in residence, were the “watershed moment” of American 

contemporary classical music.146 Beaser elaborates: 

The change in music and acceptance of music in New York happened at this 

Horizons festival. Jacob came to me and said, “I love the way you guys have 

programmed at Musical Elements. I want to look at your programs.” We had 

lunch and I gave him the programs and we talked, he said “this is really helpful.” 

That year he programmed the philharmonic and it was modeled after the way we 

programmed — taking some Europeans, some Americans, mixing together in a 

certain way. Programming is an art. You have to get a variety and a flow, doing it 

in an artistic way. [Druckman] did all music of people who…were pulling in 

emotion, mystery, sensuality and combinations that were different. What we were 

doing was taken to the establishment platform of the New York Philharmonic and 

codified. It was ratified and suddenly, magically after 1984 all of these music 

groups that had been battling us … shifted drastically and dynamically.147 

 

Unfortunately, corroborating Beaser’s accounts of these events is not a straight forward 

endeavor, as Druckman passed away in 1996. Nevertheless, by reviewing the programs 

from Druckman’s 1983 concert series, connections can be drawn which highlight 

similarities between the way Musical Elements programmed their concerts and the way 

Druckman programmed his festivals. 

                                                           
146. Robert Beaser, interview by author, May 20, 2016. 

147. Ibid. 
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The first Horizons festival was a series of seven concerts held between June 2 and 

June 15 in Manhattan at Avery Fisher Hall in Lincoln Center. For Druckman, the purpose 

of the Horizons festivals was to highlight a 

steady re-emergence of those Dionysian qualities: sensuality, mystery, nostalgia, 

ecstasy, transcendency. Whether this new music will be called “Neo-

Romanticism” or some other term is yet to be seen, but whatever its name, it is 

this new music which is the subject of our festival.148 

  

As David Lang explains, “The ‘New Romanticism’ represented to Druckman not so 

much any particular sound or style but a general attitude, a ‘Dionysian’ way of re-

imagining how composers could approach their listeners and their performers.”149 In 

general, these ideas resonate extremely well with Musical Elements’ emphasis on 

accessibility and the exploration of different compositional methods and styles detailed in 

their programs. 

The opening program of Druckman’s concert series featured a tremendous 

diversity of style and compositional methods. This program began with the harmonically 

and rhythmically complex and romantically inspired Afterimages (1982) of Marc-

Antonio Consoli, Peter Maxwell Davies’ modernist sonata-form Ave Maris Stella (1975), 

Takemitsu’s episodic, motivic and spirally ascending Far calls. Coming Far! (1980), and 

David Del Tredici’s operatic aria “All in the Golden Afternoon” (1981) from Child Alice, 

                                                           
148. Jacob Druckman, “Horizons ’83, Music since 1968: A New Romanticism,” accessed 

November 20, 2016, http://www.press.uillinois.edu/books/miller/kernis/Druckman_Horizons_essay.pdf. 

149. David Lang, “Jacob Druckman’s Horizons,” for Contemporary Music Review, unpublished, 

2001, accessed November 20, 2016, http://davidlangmusic.com/about/writings/jacob-druckmans-horizons. 
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a mostly tonal treatment of the poetry of Lewis Carroll.150 It should be noted that Musical 

Elements had featured Davies’ decidedly modernist Hymnos (1967) and his more 

neoclassical Seven “In Nomine” (1968) on January 16 and October 30 of 1978, 

respectively.151 Furthermore, between 1978 and 1983 Musical Elements featured several 

works by Takemitsu prior to the 1983 Horizons festival, including Eucalyptus II (1970), 

Stanza I (1968), Valeria (1969), and Toward the Sea (1981) and the ensemble later 

dedicated large portions of some programs to the regional premieres of his latest works, 

as previously discussed.152 Though the ensemble would never feature works by Consoli, 

they would feature some by Del Tredici, but only after the Horizons festivals. 

Although this hardly represents a one-to-one relationship, there are other notable 

crossovers featured in the programs of Musical Elements prior to their appearance in 

Druckman’s 1983 Horizons festival, including Morton Subotnick, featured by Musical 

Elements in 1978, George Crumb in 1978 and again in 1980, Nicholas Thorne in 1980, 

Bernard Rands in April of 1983, and Luciano Berio in 1978, 1980, 1981, and 1982.153 For 

Druckman’s 1983 Horizons festival, he had premiered Subotnick’s eerie soundscape 

Ascent into Air on June 4, premiered a fragment of the geographically inspired 

                                                           
150. Zubin Mehta, “1983/ June 02/ Horizons/ Leppard,” New York Philharmonic Leon Levy 

Digital Archives, accessed November 20, 2016, http://archives.nyphil.org/index.php/artifact/772e4faa-

3d64-4aac-8e5b-9fffe9c74964/fullview#page/1/mode/2up. 

151. Genova, “Concert listings 1978 to 1990 - Musical Elements Ensemble.” 

152. Ibid. 

153. Ibid. 
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soundscapes of Crumb’s A Haunted Landscape and featured Thorne’s elemental 

Symphony from Silence (1982) on June 7, and premiered Rands’ song cycle Canti del 

Sole and featured Berio’s post-serialist work Sinfonia (1969) on June 8.154 What is 

evident from this direct comparison of programs is not just that there are similarities in 

terms of the composers featured and in the diversity of styles, but also that there was an 

emphasis on the premieres of new works; another essential and consistent element to the 

method of programming followed by Musical Elements from as early as 1978.  

In the end it becomes difficult to separate Druckman’s influence on Asia and 

Beaser as their teacher from any subsequent influence they and their ensemble may have 

had on him; nevertheless, the philosophies of Druckman and of Musical Elements are 

inextricably entwined and representative of a midtown culture that operated at the 

intersection between uptown modernism and downtown experimentalism. According to 

Lang, Druckman’s “New Romanticism” had a profound impact: 

Horizons ‘83 [had] the feel of a manifesto. It was almost as if these composers 

were being identified as a “silent majority,” a counter-revolution, a backlash 

against the international avant-garde. Putting these composers together on one 

festival seemed confrontational and it made Horizons ‘83 one of the most debated 

and thought-provoking musical events in recent New York history.155 

 

This manifesto had promoted a “dedication to music that reaches out, that tempers 

abstraction with a concern for the emotional needs of the general listener and 

                                                           
154. Performance History from New York Philharmonic Leon Levy Digital archives, accessed 

November 20, 2016, http://archives.nyphil.org/performancehistory/#program?npp:Season=1982-

83|true|false.  

155. Lang, “Jacob Druckman’s Horizons.” 
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performer.”156 It is through the art of programming that Musical Elements and Druckman 

had attempted to create a platform for the midtown culture and for contemporary classical 

music composition and performance, a platform that has succeeded in bringing at least 

some uptown and downtown works into the same arena. 

Conclusion 

The midtown aesthetic and culture, seen through the specific case of the group 

Musical Elements, reveals that the schism between uptown and downtown composers in 

New York in the 1970s as portrayed by Kyle Gann is a useful construct that, when 

pressured, reveals a dynamic and nuanced musical atmosphere. Furthermore, a fixation 

on the uptown/downtown dichotomy has obscured the actual intersectional environment 

between uptown and downtown — in particular, the midtown aesthetic and culture, 

which is more accurately depicted as a transitional arena of cooperation and exchange 

operating successfully in between the perceptions of the polarized dichotomy. Ultimately, 

this thesis has attempted to place Musical Elements as central to the development and 

promotion of a midtown culture, aesthetic, and sensibility. This is not to say that this 

ensemble represents the only ensemble or group of composers promoting a midtown 

culture. Druckman’s own comments about a New Romanticism, the fact that he was a 

foundational influence on both Asia and Beaser, and the fact that he had had a very real 

position on such matters before Musical Elements ever formed, attests to this fact. 

                                                           
156. Ibid. 
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Whatever the specific role of Musical Elements, though, its story reveals how midtown 

culture bridged the gap between uptown and downtown and created a space of its own. 
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